FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
Tournament Play Is Here!

- Monthly Cash Prize Tournaments.
- Wednesday Night Racing brings players out on a slow night.
- Local Tournaments — set your own competitions between your locations.
- Online equipment management.
- Players can use their existing GLOBAL VR® Players’ Card to unlock special play modes.

Hardware Features:

- Linkable — up to 4 cabinets.
- Dramatic lighting including a neon-glow.
- Flat-screen high-resolution monitor.
- Force-feedback steering, surround sound & 6-speed shifter.
- GLOBAL VR® SmartCard Reader included.
- Card Dispenser on all dedicated cabinets.
- Available as dedicated cabinet & upgrade kit for existing Need for Speed™ games.

GLOBAL VR IS AN AUTHORIZED ELECTRONIC ARTS DISTRIBUTOR

For more information contact your local GLOBAL VR distributor or visit www.globalvr.com
GAME FEATURES:

- Multiple race types, including circuit, drag & drift.
- Career Mode allows players to choose their car and compete in a series of 81 races.
- Over 25 unique tracks with over 35 variations.
- More than 15 top licensed tuner cars. Customize appearance & performance to create your own unique ride.

OWN THE STREETS!

HARDWARE FEATURES:

- Linkable — up to 4 cabinets.
- Flat-screen high-resolution monitor
- Force-feedback steering, surround sound speakers & 6-speed shifter.

CAB. DIMENSIONS:


UNDERGROUND... NOW IN MOTION!

HARDWARE FEATURES:

- 6-speed shifter
- 52" monitor
- TSUNAMI powered motion platform
- GLOBAL VR® SmartCard Reader

CAB. DIMENSIONS:

88" H, 54" W, 104" D, 1,075 lbs.

*Specifications subject to change.